Recently, we have theoretically demonstrated that optically injected microdisk lasers can be tuned in a class I excitable regime, where they are sensitive to both inhibitory and excitatory external input pulses. In this paper, we propose, using simulations, a topology that allows the disks to react on excitations from other disks. Phase tuning of the intermediate connections allows to control the disk response. Additionally, we investigate the sensitivity of the disk circuit to deviations in driving current and locking signal wavelength detuning. Using state-of-the-art fabrication techniques for microdisk laser, the standard deviation of the lasing wavelength is still about one order of magnitude too large. Therefore, compensation techniques, such as wavelength tuning by heating, are necessary. 
Introduction
In Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs), information is processed by excitable neurons, that communicate with each other using pulses. Theoretically, they outperform the computational power of non-spiking artificial neural network types [1] . Given the natural appearance of excitability in many different non-linear optical components, both lasing [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and non-lasing [8] [9] [10] , there is an intrinsic advantage of implementing such networks in photonic hardware as this would allow to operate at time-scales that are orders of magnitude faster than typical biological and electronic implementations [11] .
In this article, microdisk lasers are being proposed as a basic building block for an integrated photonic SNN platform. We elucidate the pulse transfer mechanism between the disks. The microdisk laser consists of a disk-shaped InP laser cavity, bonded on top of a Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) substrate, supporting two counterpropagating whispering gallery modes [12] . The modes are evanescently coupled to a silicon waveguide in the SiO 2 -substrate layer. The evolution of the slowly varying complex field amplitudes of the modes can be described by the rate equations discussed in [13, 14] .
For relatively large currents, microdisk lasers tend to lase unidirectionally, and input pulses can switch the lasing direction [13] . By breaking the symmetry of the system, the laser can be made excitable. One way of doing this, as demonstrated in equivalently behaving Semiconductor Ring Lasers (SRLs) [3] , is by inducing asymmetry in the intermodal coupling. However, we have recently proposed to use optical injection for this goal, creating a dominating mode (E + ) and a suppressed mode (E − ) [14] . Similar to optically injected single-mode semiconductor lasers [4, 5, 15] , this gives rise, in the vicinity of a Saddle-Node on an Invariant Circle (SNIC) bifurcation, to class I excitability, which phenomenologically resembles the well-known leaky integrate-and-fire model of a spiking neuron [16] . Small pulses, preferably out of phase with the locking signal, can be used to perturb the laser state, pushing it across this bifurcation. By controlling the phase, both an excitatory and an inhibitory response can be created. Indeed, the importance of the phase of the trigger pulse was recently demonstrated experimentally in a single-mode semiconductor laser under optical injection [15] . One clear characteristic of the microdisk excitability is that every downward pulse in the dominant mode is accompanied by an upward pulse in the suppressed mode, of approximately the same absolute strength. It is the upwards pulse we will use to excite other disks.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Using the same 'neuron' topology and model parameters proposed in our previous paper [14] , which exploits the class I excitability mechanism of a microdisk, and by connecting two of these neurons in the topology defined in section 2, we will demonstrate in section 3 cascadability of the excitation mechanism, as this topology allows one disk to trigger an excitation in the second disk. In sections 4 and 5, the sensitivity of this cascade of two disks to variations in laser frequencies and current deviations, respectively, will be discussed. Simulations are done using Caphe, a nonlinear circuit simulator developed in our group [17] . Figure 1(a) shows the topology of two connected microdisk lasers that is considered throughout this paper. Both microdisk lasers are assumed to be identical, unless mentioned otherwise. Both lasers are locked in the unidirectional regime, close to the saddle-node bifurcation along which excitability was demonstrated in [14] . All splitters in the geometry have a 50/50 splitting ratio. The effective locking signals for the lasers thus carry a quarter of the CW 1 -power (P CW 1 ) and half of the CW 2 -power (P CW 2 ), for disks 1 and 2, respectively. Note as well that the input pulse power is attenuated by a factor of four, before it is felt by disk 1. If the first disk gets excited, its output pulse will travel through the connecting waveguide to the second disk and also this pulse's power will get attenuated by a factor of four. Despite this power loss, due to the strong coupling between the disks and their bus waveguide, the coupling between the two different disks is still 1.8× stronger than the intermodal coupling. To increase the possibility that the output from the first disk excites the second one, the detuning of the locking signal is slightly different in this paper compared to [14] (Δω = ω in − ω disk 1,2 = −20 ns −1 instead of −15 ns −1 ). The current is still 2.3 mA. For these parameters, the saddle-node bifurcation lies at |E in | = 3.63 √ μW. Additional details about the simulation model and its parameters are summarized in Appendix A and B, respectively.
Connection topology
From the simulations in [14] , it is clear that the input pulse is preferably out of phase with the CW locking signal to excite a disk. The phase delay Δφ , and the relative phase of both locking signals, will thus be decisive in whether or not the first disk will be able to excite the second one. Moreover, the phase of the output pulse of the first disk is not constant as a function of time. To assure that the first pulse can excite the second one, the phase delay Δφ has to be chosen in such a way that the pulse is out of phase with the CW 2 input, for a significantly long amount of time. We first assume that the two locking signals, CW 1 and CW 2 , arrive at the disks having the same phase. Figure 1(b) shows a power and phase trace of the output pulse of first disk (locked with a 3.7 √ μW locking signal). In Fig. 1(b) , one can clearly see that, although the phase of the mode sweeps through the whole 2π-interval, it stays nearly constant during the whole downward stroke of the pulse (around −1.9 π). This pulse has to be out of phase with the locking signal at the second disk. This leads to (2n + 1)π = −1.9 π + Δφ , n ∈ Z, for n = −1:
The transfer of an excitation between excitable lasers is currently only theoretically demonstrated in the case of two SRLs with an asymmetric intermodal coupling [3] . In the latter case, not only a different excitation mechanism is used, but also the asymmetry in the intermodal coupling is chosen such that the SRL that is triggered by an external pulse receives the strong mode from the subsequent SRL, while it sends out its suppressed mode to this other SRL. In contrast, in the topology we currently propose the two disks receive each other's suppressed mode. Indeed, from the viewpoint of the interconnecting waveguide the two disks lase in the symmetric outward state S out , as defined in [18] for two SRLs, interconnected by a single bus waveguide, without optical injection.
Transfer of the excitation
In this section, we investigate the transfer of excitations in the proposed topology. First, we study the purely symmetric case of two identical disks driven by an equal locking signal, which results in a continuous transfer of the excitation between the two disks. Next, we induce asymmetry in the system to make the excitation transfer unidirectional. In Fig. 2 , time traces of the output power of both disks are shown. Both disks are identically biased. From the trace, it is clear that an excitation of the first disk can travel through the connecting waveguide and in its turn excite the second disk. Apart from the input waveguide for the initial perturbation, the system is purely symmetric. The second disk will therefore in its turn excite the first one, forming a repeating cycle. This system is in a sense bistable: apart from the initial situation, where the output powers are constant, there exists a limit cycle (LC) of alternating excitations. Interestingly, in two SRLs without optical injection (but with symmetrical intermodal coupling), coupled through a single bus waveguide, dependent on the phase and strength of the optically coupling, relaxation oscillations that were not present in the individual SRLs can appear in the outward symmetric state S out [18] . However, although a detailed bifurcation analysis still needs to be done, the similarity in pulse shape between Figs. 2 and 1(b), combined with the choice for Δφ needed to obtain this LC, makes it acceptable that the oscillation in the case of coupled optically injected disks is not just a mere consequence of the optical coupling but is also related to the SNIC bifurcation that appears in the individual optically injected disks. The success of the proposals to create a unidirectional excitation transfer in the subsequent paragraph strengthen this hypothesis. In many cases, the first neuron has to excite the second one, but not the other way round. To obtain this, the symmetry in the system displayed in Fig. 1(a) has to be broken somehow. As a matter of fact, a practical realization of this system will never be purely symmetrical. Parameters of the disks, currents, external reflections, the phase difference between the locking signals, etc. will inevitably create a big asymmetry. However, a deterministically induced asymmetry is preferable. Starting from the simulation in Fig. 2 , we propose two distinct ways of breaking the symmetry, in a controlled way. As a first method, one can artificially increase the threshold of the first disk, such that the pulse from the first disk is able to excite the second disk, whereas the (similar) pulse travelling back, is not strong enough to excite the first disk again. Externally, the threshold of a disk can be tuned by either changing its current, or the amplitude of its locking signal. Decreasing the current or increasing the locking amplitude, will increase the threshold. This strategy is demonstrated in Fig. 3(a) , where the threshold of disk 1 is larger than the threshold of disk 2 due to an asymmetry in the locking amplitudes. It is clear that the output pulse of the first disk excites the second one, whereas the first disk is not excited by the return-ing (green) pulse. A clear disadvantage of this strategy is that a stronger input pulse is needed to excite the first disk, since its threshold was artificially increased. In this particular example, the original perturbation carries 6 times more energy than the one used in Fig. 2 . This energy problem limits the applicability of this approach to larger circuits of interconnected microdisk lasers.
Symmetrical coupling: oscillations

Asymmetrical coupling: unidirectional excitation transfer
A second approach to deterministically break the symmetry of the system simulated in Fig.  2 , is by inducing a phase difference between the locking signals. For example, both locking signals can be assumed to be in quadrature (φ CW 2 = φ CW 1 + π 2 ). The optimal phase delay to transfer the excitation from disk 1 to disk 2 will then increase by π 2 , whereas the optimal delay for transfer of excitation in the opposite direction decreases by π 2 . It is clear that the phase delay can be chosen such that the pulses travelling from disk 1 have an excitatory effect on disk 2, while output pulses from disk 2 have an inhibitory effect on disk one.
In Fig. 3(b) , the phase difference between both CW locking signals is π 2 and Δφ = 1.9π − π 2 ≈ 4.2 rad. It is clear that the lasers can now be brought in a regime where a relatively weak pulse can excite the first disk, the first disk in its turn excites the second one, but the excitation does not propagate back to the first disk. Note that, due to the change of the connecting waveguide phase delay, the locking amplitude has to be changed compared to the case of Fig. 3(a) . Indeed, the small constant signal from one disk interferes differently with the constant locking signal of the other. A clear advantage of this approach is that the threshold of the first disk is not artificially increased.
Sensitivity to parameter variations
In this section, we investigate the sensitivity of the response of the topology introduced in section 1(a), starting from the parameters used in Fig. 3(b) , to certain parameter variations. In particular, we analyze the sensitivity to current variations and variations of the frequency detuning. Estimates of the robustness to current variations give an idea of how easily this behavior can deal with experimental current fluctuations. Investigating the frequency detuning gives a rough estimate of how well variations in the lasing wavelengths between different disks, as well as the locking signal wavelength, can be tolerated. The exact lasing wavelength can be seen as a net result of other parameter variations, and is experimentally easier to access. Figure 4 shows the behavior of both disks, for currents 2.3 mA + ΔI 1 and 2.3 mA+ ΔI 2 through disk 1 and 2, respectively. Black regions represent the single excitation of the disk, in the white regions, the laser does not get excited, neither does it oscillate. The light grey regions give the parameters for which the laser oscillates permanently. In the dark grey regions, the laser shows more complex multipulse excitability, in which the first disk excites multiple times before it is able to excite the second disk and the system finally decays back to the initial condition. The region for which excitability in both disks exists is rather small, with a cross-section of about 0.1 mA. However, a current stability of 0.1 mA is experimentally achievable, such that the current stability will not be the limiting factor in practice. This sensitivity to current variations can be used to make rough estimates of sensitivity to variations in other parameters. Taking into account that the bifurcation locking amplitude at Δω = −20 ns −1 changes roughly 1 √ μW per mA , a sensitivity to current variations of 0.1 mA corresponds to a sensitivity to roughly 0.1 √ μW of locking amplitude variation.
Influence of current variations
Since, above lasing threshold, the output power of a laser increases linearly with the current, the saddle-node bifurcation shifts to higher injection amplitudes when the current increases, i.e., the input power needed to lock the laser has to increase with increasing driving current. This explains the general behavior of the two disks in Fig. 4 . Indeed, for a single disk and at low unidirectional excitation transfer, the optimal current setting appears when both disks only excite once. We represent a single excitation of the respective disk using black pixels, so the cross section of the black regions in both plots defines the domain with a unidirectional excitation transfer. In the light grey regions, the disk output is oscillating, independent of the perturbation. In the white regions, there is neither oscillation, nor excitation. In the dark grey regions, the disk shows more complex multipulse excitability (two pulses or more, after which the system decays again). The white cross represents the unperturbed system (ΔI 1 = 0 and ΔI 2 = 0).
currents, the bifurcation lies far below the amplitude of the locking signal, and the pulses are too weak to excite the laser. When the current is increased, the locking amplitude at the saddlenode bifurcation approaches the current locking amplitude and excitation becomes possible. However, when the current is increased even more, the bifurcation locking amplitude ends up above the locking amplitude, and the mode power oscillates. In Fig. 4 , the same principle is reflected in the behavior of the coupled disks: for each of the lasers, one can typically find oscillating regimes in higher current regions, unresponsive regions at lower currents and more complex behavior, such as excitation, in between. Due to the coupling between the lasers, the diagrams are not as 'clean' as could be expected: more complex dynamic regimes appear that are less easy to interpret. For instance, in the region in the upper left corner, the second disk oscillates, whereas the first disk gets either excited, or not. Indeed, the locking signal of the first disk is produced by interference between the oscillating output of the second disk and a CW locking signal. In this region, the first disk will either get excited, or not, depending on the timing of the pulse within the oscillation period of the second disk.
Another consequence of the current dependence of the bifurcation locking amplitude is that Fig. 4 depends on the strength of the input pulses, as the excitation threshold gradually increases when moving away towards lower currents. Consequently, at currents for which weak pulses are not capable of exciting the first disk, excitation can become possible when using stronger pulses, possibly inducing a response of the second disk.
Influence of detuning variations
When producing several disks, there will be a certain variation on the exact laser wavelength. Therefore, if one connects two lasers, there will be a certain deviation on the detuning with respect to the locking signals. Figure 5 shows how a deviation in detuning can change the behavior demonstrated in Fig. 3(b) . The general trends are similar to those observed for current deviations. For a single disk, the locking amplitude of the saddle-node bifurcation decreases when the detuning Δω approaches zero [14] . Hence, bringer Δω closer to 0 has an effect similar to decreasing current. One can clearly see that Fig. 5 has a similar structure as Fig. 4 , but mirrored around the center. Figure 5 shows that the excitability is very sensitive to deviations of the detuning. Roughly, the excitability can be found in a region of about 1 ns −1 wide, which corresponds to ∼ 1.27 pm in wavelength, whereas variations larger than a picometer already cause completely different behavior. Unfortunately, using current fabrication techniques, the typical variations in microdisk laser wavelength, are on the order of 0.4 nm [19] . Consequently, it is important to know how to deal with those wavelength fabrications. For this reason, we will discuss some compensation techniques in the next section. At first sight, the excitable behavior, and the transfer of excitability between two disks, as presented in section 3 and 4, is extremely sensitive to process variations. However, for the simulations presented in section 4, either currents, or detunings were swept, while keeping all other parameters the same. It is possible to compensate for a change in wavelength by changing other parameters. As an example, we illustrate how a −20 ns −1 detuning mismatch of the second disk with respect to the first disk (i.e., Δλ 2 = 51 pm instead of Δλ 1 = 25.5 pm) can be compensated. Figure 6 (a) shows how, without any compensation for this mismatch, both lasers exhibit complex self-pulsating behavior instead of the desired unidirectional pulse transfer. The reason for this complex behavior is that, for this wavelength detuning, the threshold value to obtain locking, which is also related to the SNIC bifurcation used for the excitation process, lies far above the current locking amplitude for the second laser. To see the same kind of behavior, the microdisk can be either locked using a higher amplitude, or the current can be lowered such that the bifurcation value is artificially decreased. In Fig. 6(b) , the desired behavior (transfer of excitation from disk 1 to disk 2) is restored by using a combination of both strategies. The current through the second disk is decreased to 1.7 mA, and the locking power is tripled. Using current and locking power to correct for deviations in lasing frequency, the fabrication tolerances can be relaxed with roughly a factor of 10 (a few tens of pm). This is still insufficient in view of what current fabrication techniques can achieve. Other strategies, such as deliberately changing the lasing wavelength using thermo-optic effects, can be considered. In [20] , it is shown that with appropriately designed heaters, the lasing wavelength of microdisk lasers can be changed over a range of about 2 nm.
Compensating for variations in detuning
Conclusion
In this paper, cascadability of the neuron topology introduced in our previous paper [14] was demonstrated. The choice of the phase delay in the waveguide interconnection crucially determines its excitatory (inhibitory) character by forcing destructive (constructive) interference of the output pulse of the sending disk with the locking signal of the receiving disk. When simulating a perfectly symmetrical pair of coupled disks, with a phase that corresponds to an excitatory connection, alternate oscillations going back and forth between the neurons appear. To avoid this oscillating behavior, the symmetry of the system can be broken, either by naively increasing the excitation threshold of one of the disks, or by inducing a phase difference between the locking signals of both lasers. For both methods, the lasers can be brought in a regime where only unidirectional transfer of excitation occurs. The latter behavior roughly gets lost for current variations of 0.1 mA, and frequency variations on the order of 1 ns −1 (≈ 1.27 pm). One can however compensate for detuning variations by changing other, more controllable, parameters, such as the locking amplitude or the current, making the transfer of excitation robust to variations in lasing wavelength of several tens of pm. However, using the state-of-the-art production techniques for microdisk lasers, the standard deviation of the lasing wavelength is still about one order of magnitude larger. Additional compensation techniques, such as wavelength tuning by heating, will have to be considered.
Appendices
A. Rate equation model of two coupled microdisk lasers
A single microdisk laser can be described in the slowly varying amplitude approach using the coupled rate equations mentioned in [14] , representing the evolution of the complex mode amplitudes, E + and E − (|E ± | 2 is the number of photons in the mode, while the optical field oscillates with an additional e − jω in t -dependency), and the number of free carriers, N, in the cavity. Caphe, the circuit simulator we use in this paper, converts the equations that describe the coupling of the optical modes to the bus waveguide into the formalism described in [17] , 
